
IPOXY becomes the IPO related brand of TOP
Ventures, Inc

Reach the TOP

IPOXY will use existing TSM Global
resources that have helped companies
properly brand themselves, get
mainstream media attention, and raise
funds for IPOs

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM,
December 3, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/
-- In preparation of the launching of its
anticipated X Fund, the TOP Ventures,
Inc has launched another brand called
IPOXY International that will be dealing
with the public listing of companies in
a socially beneficial manner by
distributing part of the shares to key
stakeholders who are responsible for
the long-term success of a public
venture.

This brand would be focused only on
solvent and likely profitable companies
whose management teams look to go
public in order to increase
transparency and improve governance
while making a rational decision of
what their cheapest forms of capital
would be.

IPOXY will look forward to work with
the companies of utmost integrity and
persistence in delivering excellence to their final clients, with the hope of creating lasting value
for all stakeholders. In its work, IPOXY would build upon the knowledge and resources of its
sister company TSM Global, that has been working under the Three Stars brand since 2017,
helping companies raise funds for blockchain related initiatives.

We look forward to helping
promising IPOs led by
visionaries, who aspire to
make the world a better
place. ”

Alek V Ribak

The new brand would be also managed by Aleksandar
Ribak, who will be responsible for its strategic and crucial
business development decisions. IPOXY would work with
all companies that require assistance in English, Russian,
Chinese and German language with the hope of adding
French in the upcoming year.

The first clients of IPOXY would the past TSM Global clients
who decided to do an IPO rather than collect money

through digital assets financing or securities token offerings (STOs), as they found that totally
regulated markets are more suitable for their financial offering.
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